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1 Introduction 

This document has been prepared as an addendum to the Final Report on The Neath and 

Tennant Canal Restoration: Economic Appraisal, Stage 1 Study Report. The document was 

prepared for Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council, the City and County of Swansea and 

the Welsh Assembly Government, and was submitted to the client group in August 2008.  

The main report identified Partial Option C as a potentially suitable project for European funding 

because of its favourable benefit to cost ratio. This comprised restoration works to sections 1A, 

2B and 3B.  The main report calculated that Partial Scheme C had the following economic 

characteristics: 

� Capital costs of £19.9m  

� Net Present Value of £9.3m 

� Benefit to cost ratio of 1.4 

Further work was advised to define the costs of this option in more detail in order to progress 

further with a potential funding application.  This addenda provides a more detailed costing 

assessment of partial option C.   
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2 Cost Methodology 

2.1 Location Plan 

Location Plans of the scheme and route sections are shown in Appendix A. 

2.2 Costing Philosophy 

The main economic report addressed the economic appraisal of the benefits and costs of 

different canal refurbishment options. It comprised of a quantitative assessment and a 

qualitative assessment. The quantitative assessment addresses capital costs, maintenance 

costs, tourism and leisure spending, together with certain wider economic impacts including 

land drainage, recreational use values, non-use values and health impacts. 

This addendum provides greater detail of the capital costs of partial scheme C, which comprises 

sections 1A, 2A, 2B, 3A and 3B together. The cost is based on the types of works required on 

the scheme through the route of Neath & Tenant Canal needed to fully restore these sections of 

canal to full operation. 

Three project cost estimates have been prepared: 

� Scenario 1 - a minimum project cost for Partial Scheme C, consisting of capital costs and 

an allowance for site contingencies.  This assumes that little or no additional costs from 

potential risks will occur 

� Scenario 2 - a median project cost for Partial Scheme C, consisting of capital costs and 

an allowance for site contingencies.  This includes a weighted estimate of potential risk 

that could occur 

� Scenario 3 – an upper value of project cost for Partial Scheme C, consisting of capital 

costs and an allowance for site contingencies.  This includes an upper estimate of 

potential risk that could occur 

2.3 Work Item Costs 

The capital costs of the project include work items costs, spread items costs and project 

overheads.  Items are presented to 2008 figures.  A summary of the capital costs is shown in 

Appendix B. 

A detailed plan of the canal was digitised in AutoCAD from orthophoto and Ordnance Survey 

data, provided by Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council.   

Services data was requested from utility companies. Unfortunately these have not been 

received or incorporated into the cost estimates. 

Work items calculated during the main economic report were updated with the following 

information: 

� More accurate dimensions and quantities based on the above mapping 

� Assessing project overheads such as construction routes etc 
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2.3.1 Spread Items 

Spread items comprise:- 

� Wash Boards Along Length of Canal 

� Repairs to Towpaths and Canal Sides 

� Treatment  of Japanese Knotweed 

� Site Clearance 

� Tree Cutting 

The Total Spread items cost is estimated at £506,000 

2.3.2 Project Overheads 

Project overheads comprise:- 

� Design & Supervision fees 

� Topographical Surveys 

� Ground Investigations 

� Contamination Testing 

� Water Management , Grass Cutting etc. by NPTBC 

� Gaining Consents 

� Scoping EIA 

� Project Officer 

� Grant  Applications & Management 

� Business Plan 

� Conservation Plan 

� Prelims to Construction Works 

 

The total Project overheads cost is estimated at £4,187,000 
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3 Risk Analysis 

Project risks are calculated using a risk analysis process.  This section presents the results of 

the risk analysis carried out on capital costs and other key variables likely to affect project 

outcome and work items. 

A careful review of the principal risks has been conducted and key risk items have been 

identified. The main risk items, the canal segments affected and the risk costs and probabilities 

are identified in the summary of the risk analysis, shown in Appendix C. 

Two values of risk are considered 

� Risks associated with Work items  

� General site construction contingencies of 15%.   

 

3.1.1 General Site Construction Contingencies 

A 15% allowance for general site construction contingencies are included in the work item costs 

outlined in Section 2.3. 

These are added to work item costs, spread items and the risk items to allow for potential 

increases in costs related to services, access and construction arrangements that cannot be 

estimated at this stage.  These are the likely contingencies that a contractor would add as part 

of the tender pricing. 

3.1.2 Risks associated with Work items 

The risk analysis follows the procedure outlined below: 

� Identify the risk 

� Calculate the cost of the risk if it were to occur 

� Estimate the probability of occurrence 

� Estimate the impact of the risk occurring 

� Calculate the risk using the formula: Cost of risk x average value of probability of risk 

occurring 

� Adding together all of the factored risks 

 

The Risks associated with work items have been given two different values based on the risk 

calculation table shown in Appendix C. The most probable risk value is based on selecting 

probabilities of actual occurrence for different cost increases. The maximum risk value assumes 

a probability of 100% occurrence. 

� The likely risk value (factored risk) of £474,200 

� The potential maximum risk value of £4,599,000 

 

The two values therefore represent a likely risk and a potential risk. 
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The potential risks are made of the following work items:- 

Route 
Section 

Reference 
Number 

Work item Risk Description 

1.09 Abergarwed Higher Lock 
Sewer pipe running across lock. Sewer 
requires re-diverting across bridge 

2 Bridge Street Bridge Bridge to be raised by county council 

3 Welsh Water Pipe 
Next to Canal Terrace (Pipe in canal bed) 
Pipe running across canal - may require 
diverting 

4 Dredging to north of Resolven 
Access difficulties; disposal issues; 
unknown depth of silt 

1A 

5 
Dredging Neath Bridge to 
Tonna 

Access difficulties; disposal issues; 
unknown depth of silt 

10 Dredging 
Access difficulties; disposal issues; 
unknown depth of silt 3A 

11 Construct new road bridge Local authority contracted to uplift bridge 

12 Dredging 
Access difficulties; disposal issues; 
unknown depth of silt 

14 Pipe Crossings 
Unknown pipes running across canal - may 
require diverting 

 

3B 

15 Raising existing road bridge 
Assumes retaining existing structure and 
lifting deck 

 

The risks listed in the table above have been given the most probable risk value based on the 

previously outlined risk analysis procedure, which is explained in more detail below. 

The probability of the risk occurring (Very Low to Very High) was assigned based on the table 

below. 

Probability of Occurrence 

 Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

Probability <5% 5% - 10% 10% - 25% 25% - 50% >50% 

Probability 
Scenario 

Unlikely to 
happen 

Possible to 
occur 

May occur 
Significant 

likelihood of 
occurrence 

More than an 
even chance 
of occurring 

Scenario Value 1 2 3 4 5 

 

The impact on the project if the risk materialises (Very Low to Very High) was also assigned, 

based on the following table. 

Impact of Occurrence 

 Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

Cost Impact 
Trivial effect 

on Net 
Contribution 

5% - 25% 
Loss of Net 

Contribution 

25% - 60% 
Loss of Net 

Contribution 

>60% Loss of 
Net 

Contribution 

>Loss of all 
Net 

Contribution 

Scenario Value 1 2 3 4 5 
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An average probability value was then calculated, based on the probability of the event 

occurring, and multiplied by the potential maximum risk value of the event to obtain the factored 

cost of the risk impact. 

This factored risk value is colour coded, based on the impact on contribution as in the table 

above. Red is deemed unacceptable, Yellow should be mitigated if possible, and Green may be 

acceptable but must be tracked. 

The risks were each assigned a classification and colour coded based on the classification in 

the table below. Again Red is deemed unacceptable, Yellow should be mitigated if possible, and 

Green may be acceptable but must be tracked. 

 Probability Impact Grid 

Very High 4 3 2 1 1 

High 5 4 3 2 1 

Medium 5 4 3 3 2 

Low 5 5 4 4 3 

Very Low 5 5 5 5 4 

Im
p

a
c
t 

 Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

  Probability 

 

The maximum and likely risks exclude the following items:- 

� Rates or direct costs increase above the estimate during project implementation as a 

result of economic/market forces 

� Programme extension / delay (as a result of: politics, change in government / policy, civil 

unrest, funding availability, force majeure, approval of third parties, etc.) 

� Incurred costs due to unknown services, inadequate site investigation and/or 

topographical information, etc. and required service diversions 

� Additional land purchase 

� Access and construction arrangements 

� Traffic management 

 

Costs associated with items such as rate increases and programme delays cannot be easily 

quantified; however, a detailed cost of the risk for items such as land purchase, access, 

construction arrangements, etc. can be determined by a detailed site survey along the whole 

length of the scheme. 

At the time of writing this report, previously requested service and utility plans have not been 

received; this information can help mitigate the risks associated. 
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4 Conclusion 

The overall capital and risk costs are detailed in the table below.  

 Scenario 1 - No Risk 

Scenario 2 - Weighted 

Risk 

Scenario 3 - Potential 

Risk 

 No Risk Revised Cost Maximum Risk Estimate 

Works items costs 12,442,000 12,442,000 12,442,000 

Risk 0 474,200 4,599,000 

Spread items costs 506,000 506,000 506,000 

Site contingency costs to above items ( 15 % ) 1,942,200 2,013,300 2,632,100 

Project overheads 4,187,000 4,187,000 4,187,000 

Total capital cost 19,077,200 19,622,500 24,366,100 

Table 1 – Project Cost Scenarios
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Appendix A 

Location Plan and Images of Canal Sections 































Appendix B 

Capital Costs 



Neath and Tennant Canals

Capital Cost Breakdown

Route Section Description
Work Items Costs

2008 Prices (£)

Spread Items Costs

2008 Prices (£)

Project Overheads

(£)
Source of Cost Information Comments Drawing No.

1.01 Ynysnedd Bridge £16,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures
Restoration

1.02 Ynysbwllog Bridge £5,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

016-BM01381-BMD-

01-P1A

1.03 External Repairs £171,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures
Tonna Lock Cottage

1.04 Internal Improvements £87,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures
Tonna Lock Cottage

1.05 Abergarwed £1,414,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures
New Length of canal 1m long

012 & 013-

BM01381-BMD-01-

P1A

1.06 New Abergarwed Crossing £583,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures
New Bridge for vehicle access

12 & 013-BM01381-

BMD-01-P1A

1.07 Abergarwed Lower Lock £419,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

Canal Infilled. Bypass Channel to be re-built entirely. Lock requires Timber footpath to 

gain access across the lock to operate gates and to maintain by-pass levels

013-BM01381-BMD-

01-P1A

1.08 Ynysarwed Bridge £82,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures
Canal Infilled.Restoration 

013-BM01381-BMD-

01-P1A

1.09 Abergarwed Higher Lock £471,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

Canal Infilled. Considerable damage to lock and wing walls. Majority of 2m wall 

requires re-building. Masonry bridge for access requires minor works e.g.re-pointing, 

stitching the viossers back to the arch barrels and improvement to parapet. Sewer 

pipe running across lock. Sewer requires re-diverting across bridge

012-BM01381-BMD-

01-P1A

1.10 Stag Brook Culvert £392,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures
Canal Infilled. New Culvert 

012-BM01381-BMD-

01-P1A

1.11 Farmers Lock £370,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

Silt built up to depth of 2m in the bottom of lock. Envisage no major repairs to walls. 

Steps and ramps may be required to gain access to towpath. New culvert around lock 

may be required to route canal flood waters. Masonry bridge for access requires 

minor works e.g.re-pointing, stitching the viossers back to the arch barrels and 

improvement to parapet

010-BM01381-BMD-

01-P1A

1.12
Ynys Biban Aqueduct No 2 (Farmers 

Aqueduct)
£91,000

Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

In good condition, Cast iron trough includes structural cross bracing which has 

deteriorated. New cross bracing required with trough requiring blast cleaned with 

propriety coating. Effective seal required leading approach channel to trough (re-

casting of concrete). downstream end requires simialr works

010-BM01381-BMD-

01-P1A

1.14 Commercial Road Bridge £1,414,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures
Create new road crossing over canal

009-BM01381-BMD-

01-P1A

1.15 Land Purchace for disposal £54,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.16
Disposal of contaminated arisings on site 

to licence tip
£87,000

Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.17 Gabion works to canal edges £51,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.18 Site Clearance £46,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.19 Vegitated to canal edge works £33,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.20 Addditional puddle clay £27,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.21 New Towpath £44,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.22
Soil nail in canal bank (B4242 

Strengthening)
£44,000

Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.23 Landscape works £82,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.24 Treatment of japenese knotweed £11,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.25 Vehicle Barriers £11,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.26 Signage interpretations £11,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.27 Stock poof fencing £13,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.28 Sluices, wiers and side culverts £65,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.29 Topographical Surveys £16,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.30 Ground investigation £109,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.31 Contamination Testing £54,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.32 Water management by NCN/Council £54,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.33 Gaining consents £33,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.34 Scoping EA £22,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.35 Project Officer @25K/yr £82,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.36 Grant Applictions & Management £11,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.37 Business Plan £33,000
Neath Canal Navigation and RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 

figures

1.38 Conservation Plan £16,000 RPA - updated for inflation to 2008 figures

4 Dredging to north of Resolven £1,251,000

Report on dredging in the Norfolk Broads gives price as £35/m
3 

for
 
dredging and disposal. Dredging for this project assumes 

£45/m
3
 due to access difficulties. Volumes of materials to be 

dredged based on water volumes in each canal pound calculated 

by Bob Mintie (Neath Canal Navigation Company)

1m depth of silt assumed

5 Restoration of Lock 14 (Granary Lock) £400,000
Provisional sum based on conversation with Dean and Dyball QS 

who has worked on canal restoration in the area.

001-BM01381-BMD-

01-P1A

6 Dredging Neath Bridge to Tonna £1,870,000 as (4) 1m depth of silt assumed

£9,615,000 £430,000 £3,056,000

7 Restoration of Aberdulais Aqueduct £1,000,000 Figure taken from Neath Canal Trust Report prepared by OPUS
040-BM01381-BMD-

01-P2A

8 Construct new basin £1,000,000
Based on conversation with Dean and Dyball QS who has 

worked on canal restoration in the area.

040-BM01381-BMD-

01-P2A

£2,000,000 £31,000 £459,000

9
Repairs to towpath and bank 

reconstruction
£215,000 Estimate based on 6.3km at £25/m

£215,000 £3,000 £49,000

10 Dredging £233,000 as (4) 1m depth of silt assumed

£233,000 £28,000 £414,000

12 Dredging £319,000 as (4) 1m depth of silt assumed

13 Refurbish existing electric lift bridge £60,000
071-BM01381-BMD-

01-P3B

£379,000 £14,000 £209,000

Totals £12,442,000 £506,000 £4,187,000

Work Items

Part 1A

Restoration of Neath Canal at Abergarwed, 

addressing Commercial Road crossing at Resolven, 

providing navigation from Bridge Street, Neath to 

Ysgwrfa

Section Total =

Part 2A
Restore Aberdulais Aqueduct, upgrade Tennant Canal 

fron Aberdulais to Neath

Section Total =

Part 2B Restore Tennant Canal from Neath to Jersey Marine 

Section Total =

Section Total =

Section Total =

Part 3A

Part 3B

Restore Neath Canal between Bridge Street (including 

addressing Bridge Street low bridge) to Green Street, 

Restore Neath Canal between Green Street, Neath 

and Giants Grave, includes restoration of navigation 

at Green Street bridge
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Neath and Tennant Canals

Risk Schedule

Risk Reduction Strategy

Route

Section

Reference

Number
Work item Risk Description Comments / Mitigation

Risk Cost per

Item / Unit

Item / 

Unit
Quantity Risk Cost 

Probability of

Risk Occurring

Impact to the Project Outcome

if the Risk Occurs 

Factored Risk

Value

Risk

Classification

1A 1.09 Abergarwed Higher Lock
Sewer pipe running across lock. Sewer requires re-

diverting across bridge
£ 500 m 25 £ 12,500 Very High Very Low £ 9,375 4

Obtain service/utility plans for area

Undertake site survey

1A Bridge Street Bridge Bridge to be raised by county council £ 1,500,000 no. 1 £ 1,500,000 Low High £ 112,500 4

1A Welsh Water Pipe
Next to Canal Terrace (Pipe in canal bed)

Pipe running across canal - may require diverting
£ 500 m 25 £ 12,500 Very High Very Low £ 9,375 4

Obtain service/utility plans for area

Undertake site survey

1A 4 Dredging to north of Resolven
Access difficulties; disposal issues; unknown 

depth of silt
£ 10 m3 35700 £ 357,000 Medium Low £ 62,475 4

Undertake site survey to determine access 

issues, construction hazards, etc.

1A 6 Dredging Neath Bridge to Tonna
Access difficulties; disposal issues; unknown 

depth of silt
£ 10 m3 53400 £ 534,000 Medium Medium £ 93,450 3

Undertake site survey to determine access 

issues, construction hazards, etc.

3A 10 Dredging
Access difficulties; disposal issues; unknown 

depth of silt
£ 10 m3 6700 £ 67,000 Medium Very Low £ 11,725 5

Undertake site survey to determine access 

issues, construction hazards, etc.

3A Construct new road bridge Local authority contracted to uplift bridge £ 1,500,000 no. 1 £ 1,500,000 Low High £ 112,500 4

3B 12 Dredging
Access difficulties; disposal issues; unknown 

depth of silt
£ 10 m3 9100 £ 91,000 Medium Low £ 15,925 4

Undertake site survey to determine access 

issues, construction hazards, etc.

3B Pipe Crossings
Unknown pipes running across canal - may 

require diverting
£ 1,000 m 25 £ 25,000 High Very Low £ 9,375 5

Obtain service/utility plans for area

Undertake site survey

3B Raising existing road bridge
Assumes retaining existing structure and lifting 

deck
£ 500,000 no. 1 £ 500,000 Low Medium £ 37,500 4

£ 4,599,000 £ 474,200

Initial & Residual Risk Assessment / Categorisation                                                                      


